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Abstract. The sux cactus is a new alternative to the sux tree and
the sux array as an index of large static texts. Its size and its performance in searches lies between those of the sux tree and the sux
array. Structurally, the sux cactus can be seen either as a compact
variation of the sux tree or as an augmented sux array.

1 Introduction
The sux tree is one of the most important data structures in stringology. The
sux tree is an index-like structure formed from a string that allows many kinds
of fast queries about the string. What makes the sux tree attractive is that its
size and its construction time are linear in the length of the text [19, 14, 17].
Sux trees have a wide variety of applications. Apostolico [4] cites over forty
references on sux trees, and Manber and Myers [13] mention several newer
ones.
The application, that we are mostly interested in in this paper, is the use of a
sux tree as an index of a large static text to allow fast searches. The basic search
type is string matching, i.e. searching for the occurrences of a pattern string
in the text. Other useful forms of queries include regular expression matching
and approximate string matching. Examples of very large texts requiring fast
searching are electronic dictionaries [8], and biological sequence databases [16].
To work eciently, the whole sux tree must t in the main memory. Thus
the space requirement of the sux tree is an important issue. Gonnet, BaezaYates and Snider [8] have studied the use of sux trees with only a small part
at a time in the main memory, but many applications slow down unacceptably.
The exact size of the sux tree depends on the implementation and the type of
the text. A typical size for a tight implementation on english text is about 15
bytes per text symbol.
The sux array [13, 8] is a data structure which, like the sux tree, allows
fast searches on a text. The size of an ecient implementation of a sux array,
including the text itself, is only 6 bytes per text symbol. In string matching the
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performance of sux arrays is comparable to sux trees, but other types of
searches, such as regular expression matching, are slower on sux arrays.
In this paper we present a new sux-tree-like data structure called the sux
cactus. The size of a sux cactus, 10 bytes per text symbol, lies between the
sizes of sux trees and sux arrays. The same holds for the performance in
many applications, such as regular expression matching.
The sux cactus o ers an interesting new point of view to the family of
sux structures. The structure of the sux cactus has similarities with both
the sux tree and the sux array. The sux cactus could be described either
as a compact version of the sux tree or as a sux array augmented with some
extra information. The sux cactus can therefore be called a cross between the
sux tree and the sux array.
Recently, Anderson and Nilsson [2, 3], and Irving [9] have introduced new
alternative data structures. The level compressed trie of Andersson and Nilsson
takes about 12 bytes per text symbol and has matching properties comparable
to the sux cactus. The sux binary search tree of Irving takes 14 bytes per
text symbol and is similar to the sux array in matching problems.

1.1 Basic De nitions
Let T = t1 t2 : : : t be a string over alphabet  . A substring of T is a string
T = t t +1 : : : t for some 1  i  j  n. The string T = T = t : : : t is a
sux of string T and the string T = T1 = t1 : : : t is a pre x of string T . Let S
and T be two strings and let j be the largest number for which S = T . Then
the string S = T is called the longest common pre x of S and T and its length
j is denoted lcp(S; T ).
A trie (see e.g. Knuth [11]) is a rooted tree with the following properties.
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1. Each node, except the root, contains a symbol of the alphabet.
2. No two children of the same node contain the same symbol.
A node v represents the string which is formed by catenating the symbols contained by the nodes on the path from the root to v, inclusive. Due to the second
property, no two nodes may represent the same string. Note that, if a node v
represents string S , then the ancestors of v represent the pre xes of S . The depth
of a node v, denoted by depth(v), is the length of the path from the root to v,
i.e., the length of the string that v represents.
The sux trie STr(T ) of text T is a trie whose leaves represent the suxes
of T . The nodes of sux trie STr(T ) represent exactly the set of substrings of
T , because every substring of the text is a pre x of some sux, i.e. T = (T ) .
An example sux trie, for the string cabacca$, is shown in Fig. 1.
The size of the sux trie for a text of length n is O(n2 ) which makes it
impractical for large texts. However, the sux tree and the sux cactus are
basicly more compact (linear size) versions of the sux trie. In Section 2 we will
de ne the sux cactus using the above description of the sux trie.
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Fig. 1. The sux trie of the string cabacca$. The symbol $ is an extra symbol used
for making all suxes end in a leaf. The sux $ is omitted from the trie.

1.2 Matching
Let a string T of length n be the text and a string P of length m the pattern. The
problem of string matching is to nd the occurrences of string P as a subtring
of T . It can be solved in linear time by scanning text T using, e.g., the KnuthMorris-Pratt algorithm [12]. For a large static text, a faster solution can be
achieved by preprocessing the text. Sux trees, sux arrays and sux cactuses
are suitable preprocessing structures.
In regular expression matching the goal is to nd all substrings of text T
that match a given regular expression. A similar problem is approximate string
matching where, given a string P and an integer k, one wants to nd the subtrings T of text T such that the edit distance between P and T is at most k.
Both of these problems can be solved by scanning the text. Regular expression
matching takes O(n) time (excluding the preprocessing of the regular expression)
[1] and approximate string matching O(kn) time [7, 18].
Baeza-Yates and Gonnet have described methods to use the sux tree to
do both regular expression matching [5] and approximate string matching [6].
The latter idea was also independently mentioned in [10, Remark 2]. Both of
these methods are based on scanning one sux of T at a time to nd whether
it has a matching pre x. The methods take advantage of the fact that, if a set
of suxes has a common pre x of length d, then the state of the scan after the
rst d characters is the same for all of the suxes. Therefore that part of the
scan needs to be done only once. The sux tree provides the information about
common pre xes. It can be replaced by another sux structure.
The above method for approximate string matching is more ecient than the
basic text scan method only with short patterns and small values of k. However,
Myers [15] has developed a method to do ecient approximate string matching
even with long patterns and large k. The method divides the pattern into smaller
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parts whose approximate occurrences with small edit distance limit are searched
separately. The results are then combined and used to restrict the area of the
text that needs to be scanned. The matching of the parts can be done with the
method of Baeza-Yates and Gonnet; Myers uses a slightly di erent method.

1.3 Sux Tree and Sux Array
The sux tree discovered by Weiner [19] is a compact version of the sux trie.
It is formed by catenating each unary node (a node with exactly one child) with
its child. An example is shown in Fig. 2(a). The strings in the catenations are
substrings of the text and can thus be represented by two pointers into the text.
The sux tree has one leaf for each sux and the number of other nodes is less
than the number of leafs, because all the other nodes have at least two children.
Thus the size of the sux tree is linear in the length of the text.
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Fig. 2. a) Sux tree and b) sux array for string cabacca$.
If the alphabet size j j is considered constant, the sux tree can be constructed in time O(n) [19, 14, 17] and string matching takes time O(m). The
dependency on j j may be linear, logarithmic or constant depending on the implementation of branching. The most compact alternative uses linked lists and
has linear dependency on j j. In regular expression matching and approximate
string matching the linked list implementation is as good as or better than other
implementations.
In its basic form, the sux array is just a lexicographically ordered array of
the suxes of the text. The suxes are represented by their starting positions
as illustraded in Fig. 2(b). The sux array was discovered by Manber and Myers
[13], and independently by Gonnet, Baeza-Yates and Snider [8].
String matching in sux arrays can be done in O(m log n) time by a binary
search. Manber and Myers [13] improved the string matching time to O(m+log n)
by providing additional information about the lengths of the longest common

pre xes (lcps) between the suxes. The lcps are provided for each parentchild pair in an implicit tree structure called the interval tree. The interval tree
is de ned by the binary search order. The root of the interval tree is the middle
sux of the array, i.e. the rst sux processed in the binary search. The left
child of the root is the middle sux of the rst half of the array and the right
child is the middle sux of the second half of the array. The next level of nodes
is formed by the middle suxes of the quarters of the array, and so on.
The above described lcp information is essential for ecient regular expression matching and approximate string matching in sux arrays. The sux array
is still slower than the sux tree in these tasks, in the worst case by a factor
O(log n). In practice the di erence is smaller, though.
The advantage of the sux array over the sux tree is its smaller size. Even
with the lcp information the sux array can be implemented using only 6 bytes
per text symbol including the text itself.
The sux array can be constructed in linear time by constructing rst the
sux tree and then listing the suxes in lexicographic order from the tree. Manber and Myers [13] have also described a construction algorithm that works by
sorting the suxes. It takes O(n log n) time in the worst case and O(n log log n)
time on average for random texts with even and independent distribution of
characters. The advantage of this construction over the construction via the
sux tree is its smaller space requirement, 10 bytes per text symbol.

2 Sux Cactus
The new data structure, sux cactus, can, like the sux tree, be viewed as a
compact sux trie. The sux tree was formed by catenating the unary nodes
with their children. To get a sux cactus, every internal node is catenated with
one of its children. The catenations are called the branches of sux cactus.

De nition 1. Let v be a node of sux trie STr(T ) of text T such that either

v is the root or v is not the rst child of its parent w. Then sux cactus SC (T )
of T has a branch s that contains exactly the nodes on the path from v to the
rst leaf u under v.
Clearly, each node of STr(T ) is contained by exactly one branch of SC (T ).
The branch containing the root of STr(T ) is called the root branch. The node
v is called the root of branch s, u is called the leaf of s, and the parent w is
called the parent node of s. The branching depth of s, denoted by depth(s), is
the depth of the parent node w. The branching depth of the root branch is 0.
Branch s contains the string formed by catenating the characters in the nodes
contained by s. Branch s represents the same string as the leaf u. The leafs of
STr(T ) represent the suxes of T and there is thus a one-to-one correspondence
between the suxes of T and the branches of SC (T ). The starting point of the
sux represented by branch s will be denoted by suffix(s). The string contained
by s is now Tsuffix( )+depth( ) .
s

s

The term ` rst' in De nition 1 implies the existence of an ordering among
the children of a node. Any ordering can be used, which allows many alternative
forms for the cactus. Two variations for string cabacca$ are shown in Fig. 3.
The left-hand side variation uses alphabetical ordering and is the one used by
the implementation described in this paper.
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Fig. 3. Two variations of sux cactus for the string cabacca$. Turn the gure
upside down to see an explanation for the name `cactus'.
The most obvious way to de ne the tree structure of a sux cactus is the
following.
De nition of parent (alternative 1). Let s be a branch of SC (T ) and let v
be its root. The parent (branch) of s is the branch containing the parent node
of v.
However, for the implementation that is described in the next section, the following is a more natural de nition.
De nition of parent (alternative 2). Let s be a branch of SC (T ) and let
v be its root. The parent (branch) of s is the branch containing the preceding
sibling of v. The preceding sibling is de ned by the same ordering as the one
used in De nition 1.
With both of the alternative de nitions all branches, except the root branch,
have a parent.
As an example, let us consider the third branch from left in the cactus on
the left in Fig. 3. By the rst de nition its parent is the rst branch, but by the
second de nition the parent is the second branch.

3 An Implementation
The name `cactus' comes from the way the branches start in the middle of other
branches. Whichever of the alternative de nitions of the tree structure is used,
this kind of branching needs to be implemented di erently from the traditional
tree branching. The implementation a ects the exact space requirement of the

sux cactus and the time complexity of the di erent matching problems. In this
paper we describe in detail an implementation that is space ecient and has, in
all of the above described matching problems, the same time complexity as the
linked list implementation of the sux tree.
This implementation is based on alphabetical ordering of the children of a
node and the second alternative de nition of the parent branch. The children
of each branch are in a linked list from the highest branching one to the lowest
branching one. A key property of the second alternative de nition is that a
branch can have at most one child at each branching depth. Therefore, following
a child list to nd a speci c child takes no more time than following the string
contained by the branch to the point of branching of that child. The child list
structure can be formalized by the operations firstchild and nextsibling in
the obvious way. Their implementation is described a little later.
The suffix and depth values are kept in two tables. The tables are in the
lexicographic order of the suxes. The suffix table is, in fact, the basic sux
array. To simplify notation, we use the rank of a branch in the above order as
the name of the branch. That is, the sux Tsuffix( ) represented by branch s is
the sth sux of T in the lexicographic order. Branch 1 is the root branch.
The following three lemmas show how the branching structure of the sux
cactus of text T can be derived straight from the text.
s

Lemma 2. The branching depth depth(s) of a branch s > 1 is lcp(Tsuffix

? ;

(s 1)

Tsuffix( ) ).
s

Proof. Let v be the root, u the leaf, and w the parent node of branch s. Let
v0 be the alphabetically preceding sibling of v and let u0 be the leaf of branch
s ? 1. Then v0 must be an ancestor of u0 . The paths from root to u and u0 go together until node w where they get separated. Thus lcp(Tsuffix( ?1) ; Tsuffix( ) ) =
depth(w) = depth(s).
ut
s

s

Lemma 3. The parent branch of branch r > 1 is the latest branch s < r such
that depth(s)  depth(r).
Proof. Let v be the root and w the parent node of r. Let v0 be the alphabetically
preceding sibling of v. If s is the parent of r, then s contains v0 . The parent node
of s is w or an ancestor of w. Therefore the depth of s is at most depth(w) =
depth(r). Sux Tsuffix(s) precedes Tsuffix(r) lexicographically and thus s < r.
It remains to show that s is the latest branch satisfying these conditions.
Let t be a branch such that s < t < r. Let u00 be the leaf of t. Node v0 must
be an ancestor of u00 . Because v0 is contained by s, the root of t must be below v0
on the path from v0 to u00 . Thus it holds depth(t)  depth(v0 ) > depth(w) =
depth(r).
ut

Lemma 4. A branch s has child branches only if branch s + 1 is a child of s.
Let s be such a branch and let r ; r ; : : : ; r be the children of s from the highest
branching to the lowest branching. Then s + 1 = r <    < r .
1

2

k

k

1

Proof. By Lemma 3 r is a child of s if and only if
1. s < r,
2. depth(s)  depth(r) and
3. there is no branch t > s such that the rst two conditions would hold if s
was replaced with t.
For r = s + 1 the rst and last condition always hold. Therefore, if s + 1 is not a
child of s, then depth(s) > depth(s + 1). In such a case, if any node r satis es
the rst two conditions, then t = s + 1 violates the third condition. Thus s can
have no children, if s + 1 is not a child of s.
The second claim of the lemma is clearly true if k = 1. Otherwise, let ri and
ri+1 , 1  i < k, be two of the children of s. Then it holds that depth(ri ) <
depth(ri+1 ). If now ri < ri+1 , then t = ri would violate the third childhood
condition of ri+1 . Therefore we must have ri+1 < ri .
ut

The last lemma enables us to describe the implementation of the branching operations firstchild and nextsibling. The implementation consists of a
single table called sibling. Using the notations of Lemma 4 this table can be
de ned by

r ; if i = k
sibling(r ) = 1
r ; if i < k
i

or alternatively by

sibling(s) =



i+1

firstchild(s ? 1); if s ? 1 has children
nextsibling(s); if s has a next sibling

In other words, the children of each branch form a cyclical list. In addition we
de ne sibling(1) = 1. The firstchild and nextsibling can now be de ned
as follows.

sibling(s + 1); if sibling(s + 1)  s + 1
firstchild(s) =
none;
if sibling(s + 1) < s + 1

sibling(s); if sibling(s) < s
nextsibling(s) =
none;
if sibling(s)  s
Fig. 4 shows an example of this implementation.
s

1234567
suffix(s) 7 2 4 3 6 1 5
depth(s) 0 1 1 0 0 2 1
sibling(s) 1 4 3 2 5 7 6

Fig. 4. The implementation of the left-hand side sux cactus in Fig. 3.

s+1
s

Fig. 5. The state of a sux cactus before the processing of branch s + 1. The
active branches are grayed.

4 Construction
In this section we will describe two construction algorithms for the above implementation of the sux cactus. The algorithms work in two phases, the second
of which is common to both. The rst phases of the algorithms construct the
suffix and depth tables. One algorithm uses the sux tree to do this and
the other uses the sux array. The common second phase then constructs the
sibling table from the depth table. We start by describing the second phase.
At the start of the second phase the depth table tells the branching depths
of each branch. By Lemma 3 the parent branch of branch r is the latest branch
s preceding r such that depth(s)  depth(r). Therefore the depth table fully
de nes the branching structure of the cactus and the sibling table can be calculated from it.
The sibling table is constructed in one rst branch to last branch pass. Let us
look at the situation when a branch s has just been processed and the processing
of branch s+1 is about to start (Fig. 5). Let s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; s be the path from branch
1 (the root) to branch s with s1 = 1 and s = s. The branches on the path are
called the active branches. The rst (highest branching) children of each active
branch may still be among the unprocessed branches. The rst children of the
other processed branches and the next siblings of all processed branches have, on
the other hand, all been processed. Therefore, we can assume that the sibling
table is nished up to the entry s, excluding the entries s0 +1; s1 +1; : : : ; s ?1 +1.
The parent of branch s + 1 must be one of the active branches. To be able
to nd the parent quickly, the active branches are on a list from the last to the
rst. The parent of s + 1 is the rst branch s on the list such that depth(s ) 
depth(s + 1). The list is implemented using the so far un nished sibling table
entries, i.e. sibling(s + 1) = s ?1 for i = 1; : : : ; k ? 1.
Let us now see what happens when branch s + 1 is processed. If the parent
of s + 1 is s, we make s + 1 active by adding it to the beginning of the list of
active branches and we are done. Assume then that active branch s , i < k, is
the parent of s + 1. Now we do the following.
k
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1. Find s by following the list of active branches.
2. Remove the branches s +1 ; : : : ; s , that are passed during the search, from the
list of active branches and nalize their rst children by setting sibling(s +
1) = s +1 for j = i + 1; : : : ; k ? 1.
3. Make s +1 the next sibling of s + 1 by setting sibling(s + 1) = s +1 .
4. Add s + 1 to the beginning of the list of active branches.
When all branches have been processed, we travel the list of active branches once
more to set the rst children of the remaining active branches. The algorithm is
presented in detail in Fig. 6.
i
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sibling(1) = 1
sk?1 = 0

for s = 1 to n ? 1 do
if depth(s)  depth(s + 1) then
else

sibling(s + 1) = sk?1
sk?1 = s

si+1 = s
si = sk?1

% Is s parent of s + 1?

while depth(si) > depth(s + 1) do
r = sibling(si + 1)
sibling(si + 1) = si+1

end

end

end

si+1 = si
si = r

% Travel the list of active branches
% until the parent of s + 1 is found.

% Remove passed branches from the list
% and nalize their rst children.

sibling(s + 1) = si+1
sk?1 = si

si+1 = n
si = sk?1
while si > 0 do
r = sibling(si + 1)
sibling(si + 1) = si+1
si+1 = si
si = r

% Finalize the rst children
% of the last active branches.

end

Fig. 6. The construction of sibling table from the depth table. The variables sk?1,

si and si+1 are so named to help the comparison between the algorithm and the
description in the text.

Excluding the while loops, the algorithm clearly works in linear time. Each

round of the while loops walks one step in the list of active branches and removes
one branch from the list. Once removed, a branch cannot return to the list. Thus,
at most one round of the while loops is executed for each branch. This gives us
the following theorem.
Theorem 5. The sibling table can be constructed from the depth table in linear time and constant additional space.
The remaining problem with the construction of the sux cactus is to get
the suffix and depth tables somehow. One way is to use the sux tree. A lexicographically ordered depth- rst traversal of the tree can be used to recover the
necessary information from the tree in linear time. As mentioned in Section 1.3,
the sux tree itself can be build in linear time, so the whole construction works
in linear time. The construction takes at least as much space as the sux tree
construction and may take a little more depending on the details of implementation.
The suffix and depth tables can also be constructed from the sux array
with lcp information. The basic sux array forms the suffix table as such. As
mentioned in Lemma 2, the values in depth table are lcps of lexicographically
adjacent suxes. These values can be recovered from the lcp information of the
sux array by a traversal of the interval tree in linear time. If the sux array
is build using the O(n log n) sorting method, it dominates the time complexity
of the whole cactus construction. The advantage of this construction is that all
stages work in the space of the nal sux cactus.

5 Experimentation
To see how the sux cactus behaves in practice, we implemented the described
variation of the sux cactus together with the linked list version of the sux
tree and the version of the sux array with lcp information. The tests were run
on a 90 MHz Pentium PC with 16 Mbytes of memory running Linux operating
system.
We implemented the standard sux tree construction [14, 17], the sux array
construction by sorting [13], and both of the sux cactus construction algorithms
described in the previous section. Table 1 gives the execution times and the space
requirements of these construction algorithms. The space requirements include
the text.
The space requirement of a nished structure is 6 bytes per text symbol for
the sux array and 10 bytes per text symbol for the sux cactus, regardless of
the construction method. In principle, the space requirement of a nished sux
tree could be reduced a little from the construction time space requirement by
releasing the sux links. In our implementation this is not done because of the
complications in memory management caused by not knowing the number of
nodes in the sux tree in advance.
In the implementations most numbers and pointers take 4 bytes. The exceptions are the lcps of the sux array and the depths of the sux cactus, both of

Table 1. Space requirements and execution times of the construction.
text

type j j n
english 71 3000
english 74 30000
english 77 300000
random 77 300000
DNA
4 300000
random 4 300000
random 16 300000
random 64 300000

tree
13.48
14.77
15.17
9.72
17.70
17.43
11.80
10.95

space (bytes/n)
time (s)
cactus cactus
cactus
via via
via
array tree array tree array tree
10 14.48 10
0.08 0.21 0.09
10 14.77 10
0.67 2.85 0.84
10 16.17 10
6.60 36.4 8.63
10 10.72 10
21.2 27.0 22.7
10 18.70 10
5.62 41.4 7.78
10 18.43 10
5.66 33.8 7.84
10 12.80 10
8.10 31.2 9.91
10 11.95 10
19.4 26.8 21.0

cactus
via
array
0.23
2.99
37.7
28.4
42.6
35.1
32.5
28.1

Table 2. String matching and regular expression matching times. The string matching
times are total times of matching 10000 patterns.
text
string matching
matches
time (s)
type j j n m /pattern tree array cactus
english 71 3000 8 3.87 0.82 0.38 0.79
english 74 30000 8 1.67 0.97 0.46 1.13
english 77 300000 8 4.86 1.63 0.67 1.86
random 77 300000 8 1.00 1.35 0.62 2.19
DNA
4 300000 8 8.17 0.96 0.71 0.61
random 4 300000 8 5.58 0.79 0.69 0.58
random 4 300000 12 1.02 0.57 0.64 0.58
random 16 300000 6 1.02 0.66 0.63 0.90
random 64 300000 4 1.02 1.26 0.62 1.94

regular expression matching
time (ms)
matches tree array cactus
1 1.13 2.50 1.43
2 5.20 9.53 5.86
33 19.5 33.1 20.8
0 9.61 19.2 12.0
19206 201 123 91.9
18708 195 119 88.8
"
"
"
"
4670 740 800 730
4 13.6 24.2 16.3

which take only one byte. The rare case that a longest common pre x between
two suxes is more than 255 is recognized and handled separately when necessary. This might a ect the pattern matching time, but only when the length of
the pattern exceeds 255.
To test matching performance we implemented string matching and regular
expression matching algorithms for all three data structures. The results of our
tests are given in Table 2. The execution times include going through the set of
matches.
The string matching tests used 10000 patterns selected randomly from the
text. The regular expression aS cS  c, where S = fa; b; : : : ; zgnfd; tg, was used
in the regular expression tests. All the test texts contain letters a, c, and at least
one of d and t. The matching times do not include the conversion of the regular

expression into an automaton.

6 Concluding Remarks
We have described one variation of the sux cactus in this paper. There are
other interesting variations, notably one which implements the branching using
hashing and another that uses a kind of binary tree structure. The main advantage of these variations would be better performance in string matching for
large alphabets. Due to the nature of the sux cactus these other variations
need implementation stuctures and construction algorithms that are totally different from the ones described in this paper. There remains work to be done in
developing these versions.
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